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ABSTRACT
The relationships between the periods and the rate of decline in V and R for pulsating stars are investigated. It is shown that these relationships are useful for making preliminary estimates of periods for
stars with little data. These estimates can then be used to optimize times of further observations.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to use Cepheids in the determination of extragalactic distances, their periods must be known. This can be a
serious limitation since the difficulties of observing these
faint stars often restrict the amount of data available. Madore and Freedman ( 1985) suggested that the slope of the
declining branch of the light curve or decline rate might be
used to obtain approximate periods from limited amounts of
data. Unfortunately, some photometry of Cepheids in NGC
6822 (Schmidt and Spear 1989) suggests the possibility of a
different decline-rate-period relation and this would make
the use of such a scheme risky. Nonetheless, the ease with
which the decline rate can be determined from a small
amount of data makes it a potentially useful parameter.
A random sampling of the stars listed in the General Catalogue of Variable Stars, 4th edition (Kholopov 1985, 1987,
hereafter referred to as GCVS), shows that about 30% have
no listed period. Seriously wrong periods are given for many
others (see, for example, Loomis, Schmidt, and Simon
1988). In observing these stars, an erroneous period can lead
the observer to obtain more frequent observations than necessary or to obtain them at intervals that are too long to yield
a well-sampled light curve. Consequently, the efficiency of
the observing
- program
- - suffers. In such situations, the decline
rate can be estimated from a few observations and an approximate period determined. This is then helpful in planning further observations. Additionally, when a large
enough set of photometric data has been obtained, the decline rate can help to estimate the period range to be
searched by some period-finding routine.
Sandage (1981) and Sandage, Katem, and Sandage
( 1981) have employed the rise time for RR Lyrae stars to
characterize the shapes of the light curves. This is clearly
closely related to the decline rate to the extent that there is a
relatively restricted range in amplitude at any given period.
Thus, departures from correlations between decline rate and
period are useful as a means of identifying atypical light
curves or distinguishing stars of various types.
The purpose of this paper is to extend the decline-rateperiod relation to a variety of commonly encountered types
of variables for these purposes.

is becoming more common due to the red sensitivity of modern detecto;~. Thus, we have included both Vand R data in
our analysis.
We have included Cepheids (both classical and type 11),
RR Lyrae stars, and Miras. These groups constitute 57% of
the stars in the GCVS. The other large category of stars,
eclipsing binaries, constitiutes about 29% of the catalog.
However, they can generally be recognized from their characteristic light curves. Thus, our decline-rate-period relationship should be valid for the majority of the stars to which
we will apply it.
Log D( V) is plotted against the logarithm of the period in
Fig. 1 while Fig. 2 is a plot of log D ( R ) against log P. A good
correlation exists for all the types of variables except the
Miras and semiregular variables. The fact that these latter
stars lie to the right of the others can be readily understood
from their low temperatures; the V and R bands lie in the
Wien tail of the blackbody curve and the surface fluxes are
strongly dependent on the temperature. As is well known,
this causes the V amplitudes of Miras to be very large and
will similarly increase their decline rates as seen here.
Aside from the Miras and semiregular variables, almost
all of the stars fall between the two straight lines in the figures that are represented by
log P = - 0.92 log D( V) + 0.08 + 0.28
(1)
for V, and
log P = - 0.88 logD(R) -0.04 k0.24
(2)
for R. Thus, with a measured decline rate in Vwe can estimate the period within a range of + 0.28 in log P o r within a
factor slightly smaller than 2 if log D exceeds - 1.0 so as to
avoid the ambiguity introduced by the Miras. A slightly
smaller uncertainty can be obtained using R magnitudes.

TABLEI. Sources of photometric data.
Type of
variable
Classical Cepheids
Type I1 ~epheids

11. THE PERIOD-DECLINE-RATE RELATION

RR Lyrae stars

The decline rate D (in magnitudes per day) was determined from published light curves. The sources of the photometry are listed in Table I. Although available light-curve
data in R is more limited than for V, the use of R magnitudes

~i~~~ and semiregular variables
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Filter
band

V,R
V
V,R
V
R
R
V,R

Reference to
photometry
Moffett and Barnes ( 1984)
Kwee and Diethelm (1984)
Loomis, Schmidt and Simon (1988)
Lub (1977)
Liu and Janes ( 1989)
Loomis, Schmidt and Simon (1988)
Cles S. (1982, 1986)
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